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Cyclic re-entry of germinal center B cells and
the efficiency of affinity maturation
Thomas B. Kepler and Alan S. Perelson
Affimty maturation of the bumoral immune response by somatic
bypermutation is marked by a rapid and dramatic increase in affinity for
the eliciting antigen. We suggest that tbe optimal mutation schedule is one
in whicb periods of rapid mutation alternate with periods of mutationfree growth. The multicompartmental structure of the gerramal center,
together with re-entry of positively selected B cells back into the germinal
center, will naturally implement such a schedule, thereby prowding an
anatomical basis for the efficiency of the germinal center reaction.

Affinity maturation through somatic hypermutation of
B-cell immunoglobulin (lg) V-region genes 1 is a
remarkably efficient 0rocess of mutation and selection
by which high-affinity antibodies are generated. Its
fundamental role m the immune response to foreign
antigens has become increasmgly clear in the past few
years-'-7. While our knowledge of the structure of the
germinal centers (GCs), the loci of affinity maturation,
and the kmencs of the germinal center reaction (GCR)
has increased substantially 8-13, an anatomical basis for
the impresswe efficiency of the GCR remains unexplored. Several theories detailing events at the molecular level have been advanced to account for the
efficiency of affinity maturation t4-~6. Our approach, in
contrast, assumes only ordinary mo',ecular mechanisms: diversity generated through random point
mutations and da.'winian selection based solely on the
ability of variant Ig to brad antigen.
To explain the high efficiency of somatm mutation,
we suppose that the mutation rate can be regulated3`s'v'lTasand we seek the mutation schedule [//(t)]
that maxamizes, at the end of the GCR, the quantity:

antigen bound per cell. Mutation-mediated transitions
between classes occur as a function of the mutation
rate, with advantageous mutanons being rarer than
disadvantageous ones. Silent and lethal mutations are
also considered. Antigen that is bound by proliferating
B cells is no longer available for other cells to use.
Cells that cannot bind enough anngen to proliferate
die rapidly through apoptosls 21. Thus, a very strong
competmon for antigen is realized.
The calculated optimal mutatmn schedule for this
model ts shown in Fig. 1. Periods of mutation-free
growth are punctuated by bursts of high-mutation
rates, and advantageous mutations are acquired
sequennally rather man simultaneously. The interpretation of this optimal schedule is straightforward. At
high-mutation rates, clones (or affinity classes) lose
many daughter cells to lower affinity classes and
lethals. Therefore, net growth within an affinity class is
greatest when/a = 0. Because advantageous mutants
are relatively rare, a large number, N, of mutants must
be generated to assure a sigmficant likelihood that one
of them will be advantageous. For example, if the
probabiht7 of an advantageous mutation, PA is 0.01,
A = Xb,K,
then N should be of the order of 100 to assure the
generation of a higher-affinity mutant (see Box 1 and
where b, is the number of B cells with aff, nity K, Fig. 1). In the optimal solution, the population grows
(other reasonable criteria render very similar results). as qmckly as possible without mutation until there are
The computatmn is performed numerically using N = 1/Pa cells. Mutation is then 'switched on' at a rate
Pontryagin's maximum principle ~9. The optimal sched- consistent with the rapM production of cells with a
ule thus found~° calls for an alternation between per- very small number of point mutations (see also Ref.
iods of raDd mutanon and periods of mutatmn-free 22). After appearance of the advantageous variant,
growth. Our results suggest that the efficiency of the mutation is again switched off, so that the new highGCR may be accounted for by the mulncompartmen- affinity clone can grow as rapidly as possible and to
tal structure of the GC and the re-entry of positively avert the poss,bili~, that ;" L~ lost through furthel
selected B cells, which together implement a near opti- mutation -s. The cycle then repeats for the duration of
mal schedule.
the GCR. This phasic schedule is robust m that the
value of A reached is insensitive to small deviations
Modeling B-cell population dynamics
from the optimal schedule. In particular, a schedule
The model upon which the calculation is based (see that simply switches between no mutation and a fixed
Box 1) assigns B-cell clones to class~,s based on their constant rate can produce a value for A within 1% of
affinity for antigen. The populauons within each class its calculated optimum. Furthermore, this simple
grow at a rate determined by the average amount of switch schedule is remarkably insensitive to significant
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Box 1. B-cell population dynamic model
The B-cell population dynamic model is given by the set of differential equatxons:

db' =b'O'{

, (2rn,, - 1 ) } +

2 k p ~ m , b,

where b, is the number of B cells of affinity class t. The factor O,, defined to be 1 when b, > 1 and 0 otherwise, is a term,
included as a correction to the naive contmuum description, that prevents populations of less than one cell per germinal
center (GC) from growing. The maximum rates for proliferation, kp, and death, ka, are both 4 d -~ (Refs 21, 29).
However, the actual rates of prokferation and death are related to the antigen concentration through the funcv~on:

h, = aK/(1 + aK)
where a is the concentration of unbound antigen in the germinal center and K, Is the affinity of B cell h Thus, cells with
higher affinity grow faster and die less frequently than cells with lower affinity. We assume that antigen is retained o~
the surface of follicular dendritic cells and is conserved during the GC reaction. Antigen thus obeys
a + X,~,b, = ao,
where o" = 3.3 x 104//M cell-1 is the concentration of slg per B cell (equivalent to 10 ~ receptors cell-~) and a0 is the total
concentration of antigen m the GC. As a typical value we choose a0 = 3.3 /aM. For simplicity we assume the GC
reaction was initiated b~ a single founder B cell. The founder clone is denoted by i = 0, and each mutant populauon is
characterized by its affinity for the eliciting antigen, K, = 3' x 8.8 x 105 M-1 (Ref. 25). Thu~. the unmutated clone
has affinity K0 = 8.8 x l 0 s M-~, and clones with i < 0 have decreased affinity, whereas clones with
i > 0 have increased affinity. The rate of mutation-induced transitions from affinity class l to affinity class j is:

{L/.t (1 - p,)(1 - p~)}"-"e -'*''-~''

I,-ll!(l+r'-')
where/1 is the mutation rate in bp -~ per generation; L = 700 is the length (bases) of the targeted coding region; Ps =
0.25 is the probability that a mutation is silent; Pt = 0.5 is the probability that a non-sdent mutation is lethal (or nonbinding) 2s. Expressed, nonlethal mutations can either increase or decrease affinity. Mutations that do not change
affinity are considered silent. The probability that a givea expressed, nonlethal mutation is advantageous is:

1
PA =-

(!+r)

In Fig. I~ p~ = 0.01. The derivatmn of the functional form for m,, is given in detail In Ref. 20.

changes in both the maximum mutation rate and the
switching times.
Germinal center spatial compartmentalization and
optimization
Such a near optimal phasic schedule can arise naturally from the structure of the GC if there are reentrant pathways, so that some of the positively selec
ted B cells exiting the GC are routed back into the GC
dark zone (Fig. 2). Thus, the temporal variatmn of the
optimal mutation schedule would be implemented by
the spatial compartmentalization of the GC.
The centroblasts of the GC dark zone proliferate
rapidly and bear little or no surface lmmunoglobulm
(slg) v. The centroblasts migrate to the !ight zone
where they stop dividing but re-express slg, and subsequently experience antigenic selection through interaction with antigen localized on follicular dendritic
cells2I. Failure to bind antigen results in apoptotic
death, while success leads to migration out of the GC

lm,,~,oto~y rod~y 4 1 3

and differentiation into plasma cel!s or memory cells 13.
Therefore, irrespective of whether mutation occurs m
the dark zone during replication or m the light zone in
association with transcription, it is clear that mutation,
proliferation and selection do not operate simultaneously on any cell cohort.
Within this context then, much circumstantial evdence points to cyclic GC re-entry. Without re-en~c~,
selection cannot act between subsequent mutations. B
cells examined in the late primary response or early
secondary respor,~e can have up to nine expressed
mutations per Ig gene ~'~'2~and incre2sed affinity for the
elicmng antigen of 100-fold or more. The probability
of generating a funLtional ig, much less a significantly
higher-affinity Ig, after nine selection-free random
mutations is negligible. Phylogenetic analysis of late
primary response Ig V-region genes ~z¢-'s yields a family
structure consistent with sequential mutation. Sitedirected mutagenesis of V-region p,enes 2s'2s reveals that
many of the observed mutations individually increase
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Fig. 1. Growth and deehne of model B-cell populat:ons, m cells per germinal ~enter, w:thm each of the af[mdy classes, I (upper
panel: founder cl~s - heavy lme, &sadvantageous mutant classes - dotted hne, ad,,antageous mutant classes - hgbter sohd hnes) and
mutation rate, in mutations/bp/generatzon (lower panel) over the course of the CCR for the opt:real schedule. There are four rounds
of mutatmn, each of wbzcb produces a one-step increase m af[may. After the advantageous mutant appears, mutat:on :s switched off
to maximize its growth rate. These curves were generated by maximtz.'tg the functton A = Z,K,b,evaluated at day 14 as a funct:onal
of the mutatzon schedule p(t), for the model defined m Box 1.

the affinity for anngen, su~/~estmg that intervening
selection may in fact operate.
Briefly, then, we hypothesize that the GC enhances
the efficiency of affimty maturation by allowing
cohorts of B cells to cycle through specialized c~,:p=rt-
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Fig. 2. A schemattc of the germinal center pathways. DZ: dark
.one, stte of centroblast prohferat:on; LZ: hght zone, s;te of
anttgemc selectmn; OZ: outer zone. Mutatton may occur m
edber the dark zone (tf :t is assoc:ated wzth rephcatlon) or m the
hght zone Of it zs assoc:ated wah transcnptton). The estabhsbed
pathways are shown as sohd arrows. The hypothesized reentrant pathways are shown as broken arrows. (a) Posawely
selected B-cell blasts from the light zone mzgrate through the
outer zone to re-enter the dark zone :J, (b) memory cells re-enter
the dark zone through the clrculat:on, (c) memory cells
sequent:ally colomze new germinal centers. [Tbe results reported
m Re[. 30 suggest mutatmn occurs m memory cells after
secondary antigentc challenge and may be releuant
for pathways (b) and (c).l
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ments where the steps of the reaction - mutation,
selection and prohferatlon - are locahzed. In each
cycle, we expect individual cells to accumulate a small
namber of mutations. Intervening selection will elimi,aate Lells with significantly lowered Ig affinities and
will become more stringent as the reaction progresses.
The post-selection growth implied within our
scenario is evidenced by the observation that mutant
clones dominate the late primary response 3,7. Indeed,
phasic mutation obviates a serious dffficuhy in this
regard. At the mutatien rate necessary to account for
the frequency of mutations observed, assuming constancy of this rate (abo,:t 10-3/bp per generation, Ref.
3), less than half of all daughter cells will be unmutated,
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so the clone cannot expand 27,28. Finally, cychc re-entry
can explain the great cell-to-cell varianon 5 in the number of mutanons per gene found near the end of the
GCR; some cells have simply completed more cycles
through the dark zone.
Somatic mutanon can generate very high-affinity
annbodles in a short time. In order to understand the
efficiency of this process we have asked, usmg the
matheman~al technique of opt.real control theory,
how to best control the mu~at,.'on rate so a~ tv c,pt,.mlze
the process. We have shown that the optimal mutation
schedule is one in which there are phases of high mutation followed by mutation-free growth. The GCR with
cyclic re-entry of B cells prowdes a natural implementanon of a phasic mutation schedule and hence is ideally suited for the affimty maturation process. Such a
system should leave clear experimental signatures, and
direct tests of these hyp6theses should be possible.
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